Self-Reported Acalculia as a Presenting Symptom of Non-Dominant Right Parietal Glioblastoma Multiforme
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Abstract

Acalculia, the acquired inability to perform simple mathematical operations, is classically associated with lesions to the left angular and supramarginal gyri. In this case report, we present a pair of right-handed patients whose presenting complaint was acalculia in the absence of finger agnosia, agraphia, or language deficit. Both patients had WHO grade IV glioblastoma multiforme tumors in the right superior parieto-occipital cortex. We hypothesize that the acalculia with abnormal tumor locale may be related to the way that these two individuals process mathematical problems. Both were extremely highly functioning - one being a university professor and the other a CEO of a financial institution. It is known that for many people simple mathematical operations are a function primarily of internal auditory recital and working memory, and in others, equations obey a type of sentence structure linked to the same cognitive mechanisms as writing. However, some individuals form internal spatial/structural diagrams for simple equations and solve mathematical solutions by spatial manipulation. We hypothesize that the high-functioning patients in our report shared a common mechanism for solving simple arithmetic problems, involving the spatial manipulation of mathematical objects in an internal space that is represented and manipulated in non-dominant right parietal cortex - and therefore their mathematical ability was disrupted by the invasion of tumor into this region and associated sequelae (tissue invasion, edema, mass effect).

Introduction

In a now famous case from 1848, a New England railroad construction foreman, Phinneas Gage, suffered from an accident where a large metal pike pierced through his frontal lobe. He survived the incident, and suffered from personality change characterized by loss of inhibition [1]. Although the cognitive changes were vague in his case, it marked the beginning of a tradition where distinct anatomical lesions could be correlated with reproducible functional deficit. The first systematic study of this kind was published in 1861 by the French physician Paul Broca, who described how lesions to the inferior-lateral left frontal lobe produced aphasias (hence, ‘Broca’s area’) [2]. Subsequent study of lesions informed early understanding of a myriad of functional modalities in the brain, including memory, vision, motor, and sensory organization [3-4]. Lesion-related loss of mathematical ability was first described by Lewandowsky and Stadelmann in 1908, and eventually came to be called “acalculia” [5]. In the earliest clear delineation of acalculia, Peritz described the left (dominant) angular gyms as being the brain’s “calculation center”, and
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clearly stated that corresponding right-sided lesions did not produce a similar effect [6]. The vast majority of subsequent lesion-based acalculia cases have been associated with dominant hemisphere pathology [5, 7, 8-10]. Although some subsequent cases have described right-parietal lesions inducing acalculia [11] recent electrocortical stimulation study showed complete lateralization of numerical processing to the dominant hemisphere [12]. In this report, we describe a pair of right-handed patients who presented with acalculia. These cases are of exceptional interest for several reasons: both patients had right parietal glioblastoma; both patients were extremely highly functioning — one a university professor and the other a CEO of a financial institution; and both self-identified basic arithmetic deficits as an initial symptom.

**Case Presentation**

**Patient A**

One night, patient A (*Table 1*), a 68-year-old right-handed woman who had been a pianist for 60 years, was listening to Moonlight Sonata and found herself unable to play it at the piano. Concerned, she then attempted to play from children’s beginner books, but was unable to remember the notes. She then sat down and tried simple math calculations, but was unable solve them. A visit to her neurologist resulted in an MRI, revealing a ring-enhancing, —4x5cm right parietal lesion, above the parieto-occipital sulcus and posterior to the post central sulcus, involving primarily the superior parietal lobule and the precuneus (*Figure 1*). Post-resection histology of the tumor revealed it to be glioblastoma (WHO grade IV).

**Patient B**

As an executive in a large financial firm, Patient B, a 65-year-old right-handed male (*Table 1*), regularly performed simple calculations in the course of his day-to-day life. He began to notice some difficulty with these, but was not concerned initially. Soon after the symptoms started, he left for a several week vacation in Africa, where he initially noticed only that his day-to-day mathematical and cognitive abilities gradually deteriorated, to the point that change in his affect was apparent to his family upon his return. When he presented to his local hospital, an MRI revealed a large, multifocal —7x4cm lesion in his right parietooccipital cortex lesion with extension anteriorly to the central sulcus (*Figure 1*). He also had a small 1 cm lesion in the left splenium of the corpus callosum, not involving the gyral anatomy. Post-resection histology of the tumor revealed it to be glioblastoma (WHO grade IV).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>Patient A</strong></th>
<th><strong>Patient B</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td>68</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Handedness</strong></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Profession</strong></td>
<td>University professor</td>
<td>Attended prestigious law school; multimillionaire who started own investment firm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tumor type / staging by histology</strong></td>
<td>Glioblastoma, WHO Grade IV</td>
<td>Glioblastoma, WHO grade IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tumor location / size</strong></td>
<td>Right parietal lobe above the parieto-occipital sulcus, posterior to post central sulcus measuring approximately 4 x 5 cm.</td>
<td>Right parietal-occipital-temporal region 6.3 x 4.8 x 3.4cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presenting symptoms</strong></td>
<td>Mild naming difficulties, loss of an ability to play the piano, which she had played for nearly six decades, and difficulty with simple mathematical problems.</td>
<td>Difficulties with simple numerical calculations approximately one month before presentation, but later devolved to an inability to read a clock face. He could correctly solve 2+5, but not 5+2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Symptom onset</strong></td>
<td>Came to patient awareness acutely without gradual perception of decline.</td>
<td>Gradual decline in ability to do mathematical equations apparent to patient.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

From a clinical perspective, what makes these cases unusual beyond the lesion site is that the inability to perform basic calculations was an initial self-reported phenomenon, rather than initially being part of a classic constellation of deficits. For example, Gerstmann syndrome is a constellation of deficits associated with angular gyrus area lesions or electrocortical stimulation, of which acalculia is an element, but also includes finger agnosia, right/left disorientation, and agraphia [9-10]. Acalculia is often also found with concomitant aphasia [15]. On initial presentation, the patients noted none of these additional symptoms. Furthermore, both patients were right-handed and did not have any language deficit, so, in their case, the sites of the lesions in the right hemisphere are the non-dominant side.

Learning and performing mathematical operations involves multiple brain modalities related to working memory, language, spatial reasoning, and phonation [14-18]. Furthermore, simple mathematical calculations can be performed in a variety of ways. In some people, simple operations are performed 'automatically' and are a function primarily of internal auditory recital and working memory, while in others, equations obey a type of sentence structure linked to the same cognitive mechanisms as writing (and therefore, acalculic lesions are linked to agraphia). In yet another group, individuals form spatial/structural diagrams, and mathematical solutions are obtained by spatial manipulation [15]. Therefore, the relative impact of a lesion in a specific brain area might differentially affect individuals depending on their strategy for mathematical calculation.
Rosselli and Ardila, in a comprehensive lesion study, found that there were calculative deficits associated with right parietal lesions, and that these were associated with spatial neglect and errors in spatial judgment, termed spatial acalculia [9]. Patient B, in particular, developed a spatial neglect in numeric recognition, noticed when he could not read the clock face. In contrast to our two patients, who identified the mathematical difficulty themselves, the patients of Rosselli and Ardila were oblivious to the errors that they made.

It has been demonstrated that there are different ways that individuals solve very simple mathematical problems wherein exact solutions are linked to the language process that the mathematics were learned in. Dehaene and colleagues demonstrated that when bilingual individuals solve basic mathematical problems exactly, their cognitive processes as well as response times were faster in their original mother tongue. When they solved problems approximately (i.e. ‘ballpark estimates’), there was no language-dependent difference in the response times or processing speeds [19]. The Dehaene group later showed, by examining Amazonian tribes without a comparable mathematical formalization that our intrinsic system for basic computation obeys logarithmic scaling (a defect in which might be inferred for patient B, who could add 2+5, but not 5+2), whereas formalized arithmetic obeys linear scaling [20]. If these complementary systems have anatomically distinct substrates in the brain, as has been demonstrated for retrieval of rote verbal arithmetic facts versus active manipulation of numerical quantities [21], then perhaps individuals like our two patients, presenting with acalculia in the setting of right parietal lesions, represent individuals who solve simple arithmetic problems atypically (rather than having atypical cortical functional organization). We hypothesize that the high-functioning patients in our study shared a common mechanism for solving simple arithmetic problems, involving the spatial manipulation of mathematical objects in an internal space, that this space is represented and manipulated in the non-dominant right parietal regions of cortex, and therefore is disrupted by the invasion of developing tumor.

Conclusions
N/A
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